Reviews

“A great, well researched historical romance! The setting is detailed and
accurate enough to give you the feeling of the time without getting bogged down
in too much description. The characters draw you in from the very beginning,
and while the heroine and hero initially have very different goals, the interplay
between them as they warm up to each other is amusing. The villain is pure
evil, and even the supporting characters are written with a colorful style and
flair. The author does a great job of bringing you into the heads of her
characters and taking you through the journey of her story.”
- Kai-Lee/goodreads


“This was a great book that kept me coming back for more each chance I had a
spare few minutes! I really enjoyed reading it and felt that I had come to know
the characters well. I couldn't wait to keep going to find out how their story
would end. Highly recommend it!”
- Dentist in SC/Amazon


“The characters are very well done, Angelia being just as sweet, strong, and
gracious as Byron is venomous and vile. Bonnie Lynne does an excellent job of
taking the reader inside the minds of heroes and villains alike. This is a wellresearched romance incorporating all the small elements that make a story
come to life. It's a smooth read from start to finish that will leave you wanting
more!”
- Kylee_Phoenix/Barnes & Noble


“The story is one that will keep you in suspense from the beginning to the end.
It has it all...Mystery, Love, Murder, Romance (tastefully written), and
Adventure. I could not wait to go from page to page. You must read this novel.
The author has researched, and every part of it is so real as it was in those
days. She puts you right in the settings. Way to go Bonnie Lynne. Keep the
Novels coming.”
- Driving-Nannie/Barnes & Noble


“Not normally a romance reader, a friend who is, asked my opinion of this first
novel from the writer. I was really surprised by this book! It had all the
elements I enjoy in reading. Suspense, accuracy, an engaging plot, in short, a
very good read. I would recommend this to any book club for even a general
read, not just as a romance. I will be watching this author for her next
offering!”
- Discerning-ReaderSS/Barnes & Noble


“The setting is detailed and accurate enough to give you the feeling of the time
without getting bogged down in too much description. The characters draw you
in from the very beginning, and while the heroine and hero initially have very
different goals, the interplay between them as they warm up to each other is
amusing. The villain is pure evil, and even the supporting characters are
written with a colorful style and flair. The author does a great job of bringing
you into the heads of her characters and taking you through the journey of her
story.”
- Kai-Lee Kenniz/Amazon

